
The Walking Dead ultimately rests on creating the illusion of consequence based on player decisions, a significant design challenge as no video game with 
branching decision trees can truly build in consequence based on every decision made. This illusion is created by forming a basis for players to be making 
decisions intelligibly and providing feedback mechanisms that convey consequence.

• EPISODES WITH NARRATIVE OBJECTIVES - Each episode of ‘The 
Walking Dead’ has a clear overarching narrative objective. For example, the 
first episode establishes the scale and impact of the apocalypse, the main 
character’s personalities and their relationships.

• COUCHING DECISION MAKING WITHIN STORY PROBLEMS – Every 
decision the player makes relates directly to an element of conflict. This 
causes the player to evaluate his options in the context of the problem he is 
trying to solve.

• TRANSITIONING DRAMATIC QUESTION - When the set of obstacles 
for the current story problem cannot rise any further, a solution is presented. 
The solution signals a turning point to transition environment and resolve (in 
part) one story problem while introducing another.

‘The Walking Dead’ is very much Lee Everett’s story; not yours. 
The main protagonist’s character therefore is an interesting balance 
between leaving personality gaps for the player to fill in, and 
establishing a base set of characteristics. His past 
is his biggest foe (other than the walkers) and 
the knowledge of being a murderer gives other 
characters power over him. In a sense the arc of 
his journey is exonerating himself from guilt by 
protecting Clementine.

LEE EVERETT

CLEMENTINE 
Clementine is the single most 
powerful narrative device in 
establishing player goals, her 
welfare becoming the crux of many 
decisions. Her innocence as a nine 
year old adds to the dimension of 
considering her emotional growth.

• FOCUSED RELATIONSHIPS - The player’s ability to track relationships 
are an important part of making informed decisions. The game presents the 
context of character   relationships with laser sharp focus and in their very 
first meetings. 

• STREAMLINING DECISION TREE - One inevitable challenge that pops 
up in branching narratives is how to construct story when the plot state is 
dependent on the player. 

• Deferred Story Events - It is impossible to deliver a compelling narrative 
without knowing whether characters are alive or dead. However, death 
or the possibility of death is the biggest antagonist in the game. The game 
resolves this by simply delaying character death based on decisions.

• Manifestation of Consequence - The outcome of a decision does not 
have to match the exact manner in which the question was presented. 
Consequence can manifest in the character’s reactions to the player’s choice, 
and their relationship with Lee being affected differently.

• FAVOR EXPLICIT OVER NUANCED FEEDBACK - An interesting 
mechanic the game employs on occasion is explicit feedback through flashing 
text on the screen. This aligns with the crux of the game, which is giving 
players informed agency over the narrative.

Decision making is the primary game mechanic in ‘The Walking Dead’. The 
selection of dialog options is meaningful only when the player has a basis to 
predict the consequence of each option. Giving the player this basis allows 
him/her the ability to make brief evaluations of the different options at hand, 
instead of simply selecting by instinct or predisposition.
Example 1:  Decisions representing distinct emotional reactions to a situation. 
This allows the player some authority over Lee’s personality while trying to 
assess the best emotional response to solve the story problem at hand.
Example 2:  Decisions that yield answers to different questions. This forces 
the player to ask himself what he wants to know about a character or 
situation, to solve the given story problem.

• Real Time Gameplay - One design challenge that manifests from the 
branching narrative system is the death of the protagonist not being a 
possible consequence. This eliminates the ability for the game to present 
decisions that jeopardize the protagonist. However, death being such an 
important part of the universe, the game is forced to introduce this risk 
in gameplay.
  
• Point and Click - The design challenge here is ensuring the player feels 
like he is solving the scene instead of randomly clicking through. The 
game ensures the player has enough information to be making informed 
guesses on which elements to interact with.

STRONG - The strongest elements in the game are sub textual hints in 
the narrative, through which theme is communicated. The manifestation 
of humanity, irony, moral ambiguity and the consistency of human 
behaviour to name a few.

WEAK - Several decision points have the option of remaining silent. 
Silence only works when it is an equally legitimate course of action. 
However, for the most part the game treats it as a “none of the above” 
option the player can utilize when the other responses are not appealing.
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